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introduction
Suppose A and B are n × n matrices over the complex field. In this paper, under the Loewner ordering we prove an inequality relating the Schur complement of the Hadamard product of A and B and the Hadamard product of Schur complements of A and B for positive definite matrices. Then under the entry-wise dominance partial ordering an analog is given for the class of tridiagonal totally nonnegative matrices and a similar result is given for M-matrices and certain other classes of Z-matrices; in the latter case it is necessary for the Hadamard product to be replaced by the Fan product. Smith I L&ear Algebra and its Applications 281 (1998) 33--41 We dedicate this paper to the memory of our teacher and friend, Emilie Haynsworth. Many aspects of Schur complements, such as the quotient theorem and the inertia theorem for hermitian matrices, were initiated and refined by her keen insight. The relevance of these concepts is evidenced by their commonplace use today. To paraphrase a famous anonymous saying, her counsel was worth more than ten thousand words.
An inequality for positive-definite matrices
Let A and B be n x n positive definite matrices over the field of complex numbers. We partition A as
Azl A22 where A~ and A~_, are square of orders k and n -k, respectively. In general, the
is called the Schur complemen~ of A22 in A, provided A22 is invertible. Throughout, we will assume B is partitioned with blocks the same size as those of A in Eq.
(1). The Hadamard product of ~ and B, denoted A. B, is the n × n matrix (a~jbu), and it is well-known (due to Schur [1] ) that if A and B are positive definite, then A • B is also positive definite. We write A >I B and this means that A -B is positive semidefinite, or A -B >t 0. This partial order is usually called the Loewner ordering.
If A is partitioned as in Eq. (I) for a general n × n matrix with A_,., invertible and a,,, an invertible element, Crabtree and Haynsworth [2] proved the quotient rule.
((A/a,,,,)/(Az2/a,,,)) = (A/A,?.).
First, we state a lemma; we omit its straight-forward proof. and let/~ be similarly defined. Since Az2 has order n -k,/] and/~ are positive semidefinite of rank n-k. Hence ~],/~ is positive semidefinite (of rank >i n -k), and also J • B/A22 * Bz2 >i O. Now the inequality (4) can be written as
But Eq. (5) holds since the sum of positive semidefinite matrices is again positive semidefinite. This concludes the proof of (4). For the case of equality, we apply the lemma to (5). It follows that A12 --BI2 --0 and hence A21 -'-B2! ---0. Thus equality holds in (4) Smith I Linear Algebra and its Applications 281 (1998) 33--41 Proof. Since inequality (4) holds, we get
(ii) and (iii) follow immediately from the remarks preceding the statement of the theorem. []
An analog for tridiagonal totally nonnegative matrices
A matrix A is called totally nonnegative (totally positive) if all the minors of A of all orders are nonnegative (positive). We will write the principal minor of A in rows and columns fi,... ,ik as A (il,... ,i~) .
in a manner similar to the development of Chapter I, it is possible to prove that if A, partitioned as in Eq. (1), is an n x n tridiagonal totally nonnegative matrix, where A.,, is invertible, then
A:~ is a tridiagonal totally nonnegative matrix. Here, we shall take our partial order to be entry-wise domination; that is, we write A i> B to mean A -B is entry-wise nonnegative (and B/> 0 means that B is entry-wise nonnegative). It follows that we obtain the following analog of Theorem 1.2. It is clear we cannot hope to improve Theorem 2.1.
An analog for Z-matrices
In this section we investigate whether an analog to the inequality given in Section l holds for Z-matrices, i.e., square matrices whose off-diagonal entries are nonpositive. As in the totally nonnegative case we shall take our partial order to be entry-wise domination. First, observe that the analog to the inequality given in Section l does not hold under Hadamard product. To see this, consider the M-matrices A = 
(A • B/A,., • B,,) -(A/A,,) , (B/B,-,)
Moreover, M-matrices (and Z-matrices fc, r that matter) are clearly not closed under Hadamard product. For these reasol.~s, we will instead consider the Fan product [7] of two Z-matrices. The following easily verified lemma is due to Watford [11] .
Lemma 3.3. Let A and B be n x n Z-matrices partitioned as in Eq. (1) with A >t B and B22 (and hence A22) #7 K. Then, `4/`422 >>-B/B22.
We now show that the inequality given in Section 1 holds for Fan products of Z-matrices provided neither matrix is in L0 or L~. 7, ~B2i) For l<~i<~n-l, T.L. Markham, R.L. Smith I L#war Algebra and its Applk'ations 281 (1998) [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] 39 ( a,,,a,,~)(b~,,b,#) ~ 'ii --" aii bii a,,, b,,,, = aiibii ai,,bi,,a,,ib,, ai,,a,,i (bi,,b,, -a (a~,,a,,,)o,,,, a,,,, --aii bii if---7--- since all 2 x 2 principal minors of A and B are nonnegative.
Forl~<i,j~<n-I withi~j, ( a,,,a,,] ) (b~,b,,,) . ,bi, a,,ib,,i b,,b,:i = -aiibii -a,,,,b,,,, +aii b,,, ain bm ani bni <~ -aiibiia,,,,b,,,, = e~/. amanj a,,,, Thus, the result holds if the order of A.,_, and B22 is 1.
A2; ® B,.z/a,,,,b,,, , is the (2, 2)-block ofA ® B/a, , , , b, , , . Simiiarly A22/a, m(B22/b, , , , ) is the (2. 2)-block of A/a,,,(B/b,,,,) and thus (A2,./a,,,,) ~ (B,.2/b,,,,) Is the (2, 2) block of (Alan,,) x (B/b,,,,) . Thus. A ~" B/a, , , , b, , , , >1 (A/a, , , , ) , ~, (B/b, , , , ) ' > B/a,,,b,,,,)/(A.,2 .~..; B.,.,/a,,,,b,,,,) >1 (A/an,,)~;, (B/b,,,,)/(A.,,_/a,,,,) :.~, (B.,.,/h,,,,) (by the lemma)
>f ((A/a,,,,)/(A.,.,/a,,,) Smith I L#war Algebra amt its Applications 281 (1998) 
>~ q[(A/A,.2) ~. (B/B22)] >1 q(A/A,_,)q(B/B,2).
We note that the theorem does not hold for all Z-matrices. In closing, we mention that the analogous inequality to Eq. (4) does not hold for Hadamard products of inverse M-matrices (with the partial order being entry-wise dominance). This can be shown by considering the example in p. 360 of [3] and taking Schur complements with respect to the principal submatrix whose index set is {1, 2, 4, 5}.
